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Geoff and Dave rest on their laurels. With much of the
focus recently on engineering, we shouldn’t forget their
work in fitting out the passenger saloon. (Alan Chandler)
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March 2018
Welcome to the 34th issue of our newsletter. It’s another short contents list
but with a lengthy, illustrated report of the engineering progress. The pace
quickens and I think we’re all starting to wonder which day the autocar will run
again in service.
Many thanks to Alan Chandler for his photography.
Also included in the newsletter package is an insert about the way we hold your
data and contact you. Please could you return the enclosed sheet to us before
25th May 2018?
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New members
A warm welcome to Mr. PJ Bell of Harrogate and JS Furness of Harrogate.
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Chairman’s notes
Stephen Middleton
After a cold, tough winter where few of us regulars escaped seasonal disorders,
the project is truly coming together. What a treat it was seeing all the seats
fitted! The days spent by Alan and Steve measuring and preparing 3D CAD
drawings for the complex steel roof above the engine paid off when the steel
components fitted exactly. This has been a unique task in preservation, a ‘new
build’ diesel electric using heritage components and a complete original body. I
hope you will come to travel on the autocar, and maybe even attend the launch
later this year. Visitors ask how we have created such a spectacular finish on
the interior and are surprised to learn it is original. It had been protected by
many layers of paint. The project was very challenging and we overcame many
set backs and difficulties. The HLF and other donors were magnificent and your
support and generosity as members gave us strength even in the darkest days.
To maintain our finances as we go in to the final straight, we are offering
surplus original parts for auction, initially to members only. These currently
comprise clerestory louvres that ventilated the engine and original side
planks. More items are likely to be available soon.

Newsletter Back Issues available:
Numbers 7, 9, 11. £1.50 each
Numbers 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 30, 31, 32. £2.50 each. P&P at cost.
Available from the editor. Embsay station bookshop also has some newsletters.

Opposite:
The two vents from the clerestory roof which went above the original
engine. So far, we have two large and one small vents available. A guide price
of £250 for the large and £150 for the small has been suggested. Any bids,
please contact Stephen Middleton on 01423 5610965 before 30th
April. Collection is preferred or postage will be at cost.
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Progress Report
Steve Hoather
Unless otherwise credited, photos by Alan Chandler
Since my last report, we have welcomed two new people who have joined the
regular Thursday group of volunteers at Embsay.
Peter Bell heard about the project from MERG (Model Railway Electronic
Group, of which both Alan and Geoff are members), and quickly demonstrated
that he is a very useful pair of hands.
Roger Senior met David Moore on Project Miller at Ruddington (the Great
Central Railway (Nottingham)) – the restoration of a prototype HST power car.
Roger was a BR Maintenance Supervisor at Holbeck and Neville Hill, before
spending many years as a Riding Technician on the East Coast HSTs and
electrics. By a remarkable coincidence, Roger and I worked together in 1971/2
at Cambridge depot, in the days before electrification, when Cambridge maintained the Kings Cross DMUs. His fault finding skills were put to the test on his
first visit when we could not start the engine, due to an interlock on one of the
engine room doors not working.
Good progress has been made with the engine room roof. Eventually we
decided to re-use only one of the original panels over the centre section of the
clerestory. This is the one adjacent to the passenger saloon, which overlaps the
wooden saloon roof and was in much better condition than the other sections,
both from the aspect of corrosion and the number of redundant holes which
would have had to be sealed. Four new panels have therefore been ordered,
and have now been delivered, rolled to the correct profile.
In the meantime, Alan, Geoff and Peter worked on the panels and louvres for
the side of the clerestory – the photo opposite top shows Alan working on
some of the louvres in his home workshop, and the photo below shows one of
the panels for the louvres in place. When all the panels are in place, it will not
be possible to reach the backs of the securing bolts to tighten the nuts, so
captive nuts have been fitted and the photos on page eight show the nut
inserts being fitted by Alan.
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In order to prevent the air from the engine exhausting into the cab or saloon,
and allow for movement between the roof and the engine housing (which is
fixed to the underframe), the design includes a flexible rubber seal between the
plenum chamber and the top of the engine housing - this is shown below.

SH

(A quick reminder of the CAD for
the engine-room metalwork).

‘Situations Vacant’:
Practical, skilled people to work on restoring the autocar at Embsay.
A fundraiser, both to solicit donations and to generate finance through sales.
A researcher, to seek out historical information about the autocars.
If you can help with any of these roles, do please contact us.
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Early in December, Dave Moore came up for the day and brought the second
cab desk with him – he had built this in his garage. Because of its weight, it
needed four able bodied people to lift it into the cab, so we arranged a date
when Embsay’s Santa Specials were running and Tony Wright, the standby
driver, was available to help. Over the Christmas period, Stephen bolted the
desk down, and then Robert Milner (one of the Railway’s diesel maintenance
team) and I connected up the wiring. This is not yet finished, as there’s some
tidying up and securing of cables needed, as well as connecting the opposite
ends to the terminals in the engine housing, and testing. In the meantime we
are collecting the various air pipe connections we need to couple up the desk
pneumatically before it can be fully tested. Once the air pipes are fitted it will
be more difficult to get to the terminal bars.
Stephen has now finished off the panelling at No 1 end. This involved bending
some of the wooden beads by steaming them before fitting to the vehicle. The
photo below shows Dave Sunderland painting the end with undercoat – the
fixing screws for the removable centre section are barely visible, even close up.
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Once the second desk and engine room roof are finished, the power car needs
to be lifted on the jacks to fit packing pieces under the centre casting and give
clearance under the side bearers. We then need to fully test the brakes, both
statically and running, as well as fitting parts like stepboards, which are
necessary for safety, before running begins. However, the end is in sight, which
is just as well, since the Embsay Railway are planning to use the vehicle in
service later this year, and the HLF have given us a final deadline of September.
On the trailer car, there has not been much visible progress, but a lot of work is
taking place ‘behind the scenes’. When Dave Moore came up with the cab desk
in December he also brought the headstock air pipe connections and fitted
them – the photo below shows those at the inner end. As you can see, space is
at a premium, since as well as retaining the vacuum brake hosepipe, we were
keen to keep the steam heating pipework (which runs from one side of the
headstock to the other) to increase the potential usefulness of the vehicle in
future. Yet to be fitted, on this end only, is the 36 way control jumper so that
the vehicle can have a working driving cab to make the train into a two car set.
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Above: Checking the HST control jumper fits the socket on the power car. (SH)
New roof panels clamped in position and ready for drilling.
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Above: A general view of progress on the engine-room end.

Dave has been making the mounting brackets for the air reservoirs, and these
are now complete and waiting a fine day to enable them to be spray painted.
The mounting plate for the actual brake cylinders is more complicated and the
main parts are being cut and formed by a firm in Derby, after which they will be
machined and assembled for us by the GCR workshop at Loughborough.

Pictured opposite, the main reservoir mounting bracket and the distributor
mounting bracket were designed by Don Carter and made by Dave Moore. Both
go between the wooden centre longitudinal and the solebar – the semi circular
holes are to clear some steel tensioning rods on the outside of the longitude.

Photos opposite: Dave Moore.
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To fit the air pipework and conduit, the trailer car needs to be lifted on the
jacks. Also needed is completion of the overhaul of the vacuum brake and its
rigging, as the rigging becomes a key part of the air brake conversion - the
Railway’s C & W team are going to do this, but until we see the vacuum brake in
operation the final details of the air brake conversion cannot be designed.
A key design feature of the trailer car’s cab desk is to enable any size of driver
to have his (or her) eye level at the centre of the small porthole in the cab end.
We have therefore set up a driver’s seat on a temporary pedestal in the cab,
and several different sized people have tried it out and given their feedback.
The sketch below shows the inside of the brake van with the driver’s seat on its
temporary pedestal – the large red valve near the centre is the vacuum
emergency valve and this will be moved to the right to leave room for the desk,
which will be centred on the left hand porthole. Armed with this information,
Dave Moore has designed a pedestal for the cab desk and seat, and will shortly
start making this in his garage.
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The ‘other’ end of the autocar, pictured at the AGM. (SG)
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With the AGM due in January, we were keen to show members the saloon with
the seats fitted and use the saloon for the meeting. Geoff and Dave continued
working on the seats, and by the time of the AGM all were fitted, except a few
near the second cab, which have been left until later in order to provide some
working space and prevent them being damaged.

Below: A plan of the autocar in its later configuration. 1908-31 and 2018-?
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Before and after…
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Autocoach at Spennymoor, from a postcard produced by the S & A Photo Co., Durham, postmarked 25 October 1909.
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